2019

Secrets & Lies

Convention Center Map

Welcome to AAC, special agents!

Mission parameters
Greetings Special Agent.
I assume you have accomplished the preliminaries of your mission by
infiltrating Another Anime Co–
Apologies. Top Agent ‘Snuggles’ says that infiltrating is not necessary.
Regardless, you have obtained entrance and are now an official attendee of
Another Anime Convention 2019! Congratulations, Agent. You can now begin
your true mission this weekend:
Mission 1) Have an Awesome Con, and Mission 2) Be Excellent to Each
Other. That’s it. Don’t you love straightforward missions?
Signing off for now, Charley
(Not that Charlie. The R is silent)
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Letter from Lisa
The Convention Chairperson
Hello everyone,
Welcome to Another Anime Con 2019!
We hope you are ready for another excited year as we dive into our theme
of Secrets and-BRZZZZZZT
Attention Another Anime Con attendees, agents, and
assorted peoples.
We interrupt this welcome message with important
intelligence that required immediate communication. A
dastardly organization has infiltrated AAC and your
assistance is needed to identify the leader and name of
this organization.
Coded messages will be delivered via our Agent Snuggles
and Charley through Guidebook and the AAC Newsletter, and
it is imperative that we stop this organization before it
is too late. Their infiltration could already be underway
and our communication must remain brief for our safety
and yours.
We wish you the best of luck, AAC attendees, agents, and
assorted peoples, as it is only with your help that our
Agent Snuggles and Charley can catch the leader of this
truly reprehensible organization.
Expect more communication soon.
Organization L.I.S.A.
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Letter from the Con Chair

Rules and Guidelines
Attention AAC Agents! Although the priority mission is to have fun and therefore Have an
Awesome Con, there is a code of conduct for interacting with the other agents on site and
with the venue. This will help you achieve Mission 2: Be Excellent to Each Other. They
may even help you find the Organization. Charley out.

Rules and GuidelineS
Your badge is proof of your membership
and must be worn at all times to guarantee
admission to con events. Report lost badges
promptly to Security HQ.

A parent or guardian must accompany
children under 12 at all times. Parents and
guardians are solely responsible for all
children in their care.

Seating for events and panels is first-come,
first-served. Due to fire regulations, sitting
in aisles and seating beyond the room’s
capacity are not allowed, and we are bound
by law to strictly enforce this.
Seating for some events is by token instead,
and will be handled accordingly.

Follow the 1-3-5 Rule: 1 shower, 3 meals,
and 5 hours of sleep. You will have more
fun and see more of the con if you are
healthy, fed, and rested!

Any photos and video taken by AAC staff
become property of the convention and may
be used for publicity purposes.
Another Anime Convention reserves the
right to refuse admission to function rooms
to those under 18 during videos and panels
with adult content.
Notable Hotel Policies
Outside food is not
permitted in public spaces.
Please take any delivery to
your room.
These are non-smoking
facility. You can inquire at
the front desk for smoking
areas, but no smoking indoors.
Check out time is listed as
12pm noon.
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Panhandling (begging for money, with or
without performing music or other
Entertainment) is against local bylaws and
will not be allowed.
Remember to tip your maid if you’re
staying in a hotel room. This is good
manners and a way to say Thank You to
people who work very hard. The usual
amount is $2-5 per day.
Another Anime Convention is a nonsmoking convention. Smoking is prohibited
except where the venue policy permits.
This includes vaping.
We are a family-friendly convention and
will not tolerate any illegal alcohol or drug
use, sales or possession. You will lose your
convention badge, and the hotel and proper
authorities will be notified.
Last but not least, a Reminder:

A good Agent leaves no trace behind.
And by that, we mean you clean up after yourself in public and hotel areas, and don’t break
the facilities.

Rules and Guidelines

Guest profiles
Alright agents, here’s your first intel on the foreign dignitaries at the
event. Be sure to review the files here. For even more info on their work,
many of which you will be familiar with, check their websites. They are all
on what Agent Snuggles refers to as ’social media’ and Agent Grandma calls
‘the Faceybooks’.
Remember to scout the area for the most up-to-date autograph and panel times!
They’ll be posted on the schedule and newsletters throughout the weekend.
...Agent Snuggles has also informed me that the dignitaries may not actually be
foreign. Well. I guess that’s why we have that saying about when we ‘assume’
things. Charley out.

Guest PrOfiLES

Dawn Bennett
Dawn M. Bennett is a Dallas-based voice actress that has worked with FUNimation, Rooster
Teeth, OkraTron 5000, ScrewAttack, and GalaxyTrail. She began voice acting in 2011 during her
freshman year at Berklee College of Music. Dawn can be heard in
shows such as Black Clover (Sister Lily), Fairy Tail (Frosch),
Touken Ranbu-Hanamaru (Hotarumaru), KanColle (Hiei), Yuri!!!
On Ice (Isabella Yang), Keijo!!!!!!!! (Miku Kobayakawa), Attack On
Titan (Frieda Reiss), Ace Attorney (Maggey Byrde), Dance With
Devils (Ritsuka Tachibana), Show By Rock!! (A), Hanebado!
(Nagisa Aragaki), Zombie Land Saga (Tae Yamada), Chaos;Child
(Mio Kunosato), Konohana Kitan (Satsuki), NANBAKA (Noriko
Sanzou), My Hero Academia (Setsuna Tokage), RWBY (An Ren),
and more.
She can also be heard in games such as Dragon Ball Xenoverse 2
(Kale, Kefla (Kale half)), SMITE (Celestial Isis, Ma Chérie Arachne), and Freedom Planet (Lilac). Besides voice acting, Dawn is the
lead vocalist for the anime/video game cover band Tournament Arc
and likes to stream Let’s Plays on Twitch.
You can follow Dawn on:
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DawnMBennettVA/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DawnMBennettVA
Twitch: https://www.twitch.tv/dawnmbennettva
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/dawnmbennettva/
Website: http://dawnmbennett.com/
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Guests

Morgan Berry
Morgan Berry is a voice actor best known for her work in various anime shows, movies, video games,
and web series; many appearing on Cartoon Network’s Adult Swim and Disney XD.
Some of her most notable roles being in Dragon Ball Super, My Hero Academia, One Piece, Tokyo
Ghoul, Sword Art Online: Gun Gale, Free!, Beyblade Burst Turbo, KanColle, Touken Ranbu,
Hyperdimension Neptunia, Overlord, Riddle Story of Devil, ēlDLIVE, and the award winning film
The Boy and the Beast. Morgan is also in many major titles including Fairy Tail, Attack on Titan, and
JoJo’s Bizarre Adventure. In addition, she voices for a variety of web
series including Team Four Star's Final Fantasy VII: Machinabridged,
ScrewAttack's DEATH BATTLE, and Gods’ School.

On top of voice acting, Morgan is a professional recording artist and
YouTube Personality under the name “The Unknown Songbird” with
over 7 Million views in total. As a professional singer, she has performed at many prolific arenas including the Dallas Cowboys Stadium, the Toyota Center, the American Airlines Center, and Bass Hall.
Twitter: @TheMorganBerry
Instagram: @TheMorganBerry
Facebook: @TheMorganBerry

Marissa Lenti
Marissa Lenti is an anime voice actress who you can hear as Cocotte in Dragon Ball Super, Libra in Fairy Tail, Mistress Sadie in One Piece, Ilse Langnar in Attack on Titan: Junior
High, Momoko Hyakushiki & Kuu in NANBAKA, Chiaki Hoshinomori in Gamers!, Alicia Florence in Aria the Animation, Wolfie in Hells, and Atsuko Yoshida in Keijo!!!!!!!, among others! She's
also appeared in many video games, like SMITE, Paladins, Yandere Simulator, Huniepop 2, My
Tamagotchi Forever and more.

When she's not acting, she's casting & directing for Sound
Cadence Studios, with some of her recent projects being the
English dubs of the anime B’t X, This Boy Is A Professional
Wizard, and This Boy Suffers From Crystallization, as well as
providing additional casting for Rooster Teeth's RWBY, gen:Lock,
Red vs Blue, Nomad of Nowhere, and Camp Camp. She’s also an
ADR Writer for Sentai Filmworks, providing the scripts for Bloom
Into You, Tada Never Falls In Love, and Armed Girl’s Machiavellism to name a few.
To learn more about Marissa, check out her website
at www.marissalenti.com or follow her on Twitter or Instagram
(@MarissaLenti)!

Guests
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Daman Mills
Daman Mills is a voice actor based in Dallas, Texas. He lends his voice to a variety of anime and
video games, all while fueled by a copious amount of coffee.
You may know him for voicing characters like Monaka and Narirama in Dragon Ball Super, Ginshi
Shirazu in Tokyo Ghoul:re, Yakov Feltsman in Yuri!!! on ICE, Alone / Hades in Saint Seiya: The
Lost Canvas, Mustard and Moonfish in My Hero Academia, Leonardo Lionheart in RWBY, and
Yzak Joule in Mobile Suit Gundam: SEED (NYAV Post dub). He also appears in Hakata Tonkotsu
Ramens, One Piece Film: Gold, Juni Taisen: Zodiac War, The
Royal Tutor, Black Clover, A Certain Magical Index, Kakuriyo –
Bed & Breakfast for Spirits, Free! -Dive to the Future, Golden
Kamuy, Touken Ranbu: Hanamaru, Saga of Tanya the Evil, Star
Blazers: Space Battleship Yamato 2202, and Tsukigakirei.
You can also hear him in titles such as Pokémon, Attack on Titan, Camp Camp, Nomad of Nowhere, and more!
Follow Daman on Twitter @DamanMills, Instagram
@damanmills, or check out his Facebook fan page for all updates!

Brandon McInnis
Brandon McInnis is a voice actor, singer, and translator. He voices Sir Nighteye in My Hero Academia, Ganos in Dragon Ball Super, Finral Roulacase in Black Clover, Yuna D. Kaito in Cardcaptor Sakura: Clear Card, Yuta Hibiki in SSSS.GRIDMAN, Keita Amano in Gamers, Frodo Baggins in Lord of the Rings Online, Patrick Phelpsin Black Butler: Book of Murder, Sonosuke Izayoi
in Danganronpa 3, Erlang Shen in SMITE, Count St. Germain in Code: Realize, Yuto Suou in Master of Ragnarok, and many more.
He has interpreted for Nobuo Uematsu (famed Final Fantasy composer), Chihiro Fujioka (director
of Super Mario RPG), Hiroki Takahashi (voice of Ryu in Street
Fighter), and several Japanese bands including The Earthbound
Papas, Versailles, and D. His translation of HTML5 Game Programming with Enchant.js, a textbook on programming video
games, has been used in the game development curriculums at
multiple universities.
With a deep love for music production and originally trained as an
opera singer, Brandon also adapts and covers anime songs in
English on his YouTube channel.
Twitter: https://twitter.com/branmci
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/branmci/
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Guests

Alejandro Saab
Alejandro Saab is a professional Voice Actor and Youtube Influencer! As an influencer he has over
480,000+ subscribers on YouTube with over 170 million+ combined views! But his true passion is
acting!
Alejandro has found much success as a voice actor, having done work
at a multitude of studios like FUNimation, Bang Zoom Entertainment!,
Okratron, RoosterTeeth, etc. for various anime/video games.
He’s lent his voice to projects such as Dragon Ball Legends as Shallot, My Hero Academia as Naomasa Tsukauchi, My First
Girlfriend is a Gal as Junichi Hashiba, Nanbaka as Uno, Akiba’s Trip:
The Animation as Tamotsu Denkigai, Tokyo Ghoul RE: as Takeomi
Kuroiwa, Card Captor Sakura: Clear Card as Takashi Yamazaki,Nomad of Nowhere as Red Manuel, RWBY as Henry Marigold and many others!
You can follow Alejandro on Twitter @KaggyFilms, Instagram
@KaggyFilms, or check out even his YouTube channel KaggyFilms
where he posts consistently!

J. Michael Tatum
Cast as Rikichi in 2005’s Samurai 7, Tatum’s inexplicable luck has held long enough to see his flag
hoisted on a slew of dream roles, most notably Kyoya Otori in Ouran High School Host Club, suave,
demonic Sebastian Michaelis in Black Butler, France in the Hetalia franchise, Tomoe from
Kamisama Kiss, and the equal parts maniacal/vulnerable Okarin Rintarou from Steins;Gate. More
recently, Tatum can be heard in the epic My Hero Academia as Tenya Iida.
And as if being involved with so many awesome shows wasn’t
enough, in late 2007 the fluky so-and-so tempted fate by officially
branching out into ADR directing and adaptive scriptwriting. His ADR
directing credits to date include Aquarion, Jyu-oh-Sei, Romeo X Juliet, Big Windup, and Shikabane Hime (Corpse Princess), while his
writing credits include substantial work on Ouran High School Host

Club, Heroic Age, Initial D, Blassreiter, Ga Rei: Zero, Hero Tales,
Legend of the Legendary Heroes, Fractale, Deadman Wonderland,
Steins;Gate, Assassination Classroom, Dragon Ball Z Kai, and Attack
on Titan.
He also co-hosts Ghoul Intentions, a spooky podcast dedicated to
creeping you out. And before you ask, the “J” stands for… Well, it
stands for whatever you’d like it to.
Twitter: https://twitter.com/JMichaelTatum

Guests
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Vendors and ArtistS
The dealers’ room is upstairs this year. Swing by to see all the awesome vendor and artists!
Our yearly Charity Raffle Baskets are conveniently located at the AAC swag table.
Weapons/Props with metal
blades may be for sale in the
Dealer’s Room. Once sold they
are provided to the customer in
a sealed box, which is not to
be opened in general convention areas. Doing so may result
in badge confiscation and
ejection from the facility.
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Guests

Vendors & Artists

Video Gaming
Looking to bust your chops on some
gaming of the video variety? AAC’s video
game returns this year!
Please be respectful of other players and
equipment– We know you will, of course,
but we have to say it.
Due to space constraints, the video
game room is in the Holiday Inn, next
door to the main convention space.

Hours
Friday: 12 PM - 11 PM
Saturday: 10 AM - 11 PM
Sunday: 10 AM - 4 PM

The Video Game room is stocked with all sorts of games from all sorts of systems, so
you’re bound to find something to play. Challenge your friends, or make new friends
among the other con-goers (and then beat them at virtual go-karts)!

Manga LibraRy
Hours
Friday: 8 AM - 12 PM
Saturday: 8 AM - 12 PM
Sunday: 8 AM - 4 PM

The Manga Library has a color-coded
sticker system so readers can find their
preferred reading range.
The sticker categories are:
Youth (suitable for all ages)
Teen (suitable for 13 and up)
Older Teen (recommended for 16 and up)
Mature (18 and up only).

Our Manga Library is constantly growing, so check back every year for new finds!
We do our very best to collect whole series’ and especially to get our hands on
Volume 1s, so you can start anew or pick up where you left off.
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Video Gaming, Manga Library

Schedule
Schedule Information
Information
We’re almost to the vital information on events. Be sure to review this guide on other mission
data. Success in the Awesome Con Mission is dependent on understanding how to plan your day. Agent
Snuggles would like to add that ‘winging it’ is an acceptable form of Having Fun, but I’m not sure
I believe him. Charley out.

Printed Schedules
Pick up a copy of the newsletter to check out
yesterday’s highlights. They’re available near
Registration and the Info Desk. And there’s a
schedule of the current day on the back!

Reading the Schedule
The schedule is laid out on a grid. The top line
is the name of the room, and the leftmost column is the time. The panel’s starting time is the
top block of the event. Check out the example
on this page!
Most panels end on the quarter hour this year
(5:45 instead of 6:00, for example). This will
help you get to your next event on time!
For the sake of keeping the printed schedules
readable, these will not be typed out. Trust us,
it fits better on the page this way.

In the example schedule below:
Opening Ceremonies begins at 12 PM in Main
Stage.
Fan Painting and Cosplay 101 begin at 12:30 in
Salon D and Frost,
respectively.
After Opening Ceremonies, the AMV
Contest runs in Main Stage and Win Lose or
Draw starts in Salon A.
A panel called So You Wanna Staff an Anime
Con starts in Frost at 1:30 and runs for an hour.
Chibi Cookies starts at the same time in Salon
D, but will not end at 2:30 (notice how the panel
in Frost has a line at the bottom but Chibi Cookies and the AMVs do not. If there was more
schedule in the picture, they would keep going).
In Salon A, Win Lose or Draw wraps up at 2
and setup begins for a concert.

Room names may
change. Check
the current
year’s schedule
and/or map.
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Schedule Information

Panel Descriptions
Here it is, AAC Agents. The weekend event guide and panel descriptions. Use
these to help you succeed at mission #1: Have an Awesome Con. Charley out.

18+ Cosplay Dating Game
Sarah Sassak

AAC Geek Jeopardy Finals
AAC Game Show Staff
This Event is for Ages 18 & up
Based on the popular game show Jeopardy,
The lights go low and our lucky contestants
AAC is proud to present our annual Jeopardy
take the stage in search of love... or something championship. Three Contestants test their
like it. These contestants are a bit harder to
knowledge on Anime, Manga, Video Games,
control and we ask that the kids stay home as and all sorts of nerd goodness.
things might get a little spicier - stay out of the Welcome to the Finals! Our two winners from
splash zone.
Friday and Saturday will compete against our
2018 Geek Jeopardy Champion for this year's
3D Printing basics for Cosplay and Beyond
title. Will someone dethrone the champion or
Nick
will they keep the title? Come on down to find
How to 3D print items for cosplay and how to
out!
use and obtain a 3D printer
AAC Geek Jeopardy-Preliminary Round 1
90s Social Brunch Party
AAC Game Show Staff
Here's the 411.. Come back to the 90's and
This is our first Preliminary Round where the
relive the glory days when everything was the winner will move on to the Final Game
bomb and if you didn't like it you could talk to
on Sunday.
the hand.
Join us for some classic cartoons from east
AAC Geek Jeopardy-Preliminary Round 2
and west, dig into a bowl of cereal, have a nice AAC Game Show Staff
cold Sunny D and play some games.
This game is our Preliminary Round 2 where
It will be all that and a bag of chips!
the winner will compete in Sunday's Final
Game.
AAC 18+ Match Game
AAC Game Show Staff
AAC Ninja Warrior
This Event is for Ages 18 & up
Chaille & Shawn
The 18+ Match Game is back and the insanity A timed, indoor obstacle course. Two groups
is not stopping! Contestants test their
of competitors: under 18 and 18+. Spectators
knowledge against celebrity guests to see if
welcome.
they both can complete a certain phrase and
The event is family-friendly: 18+ is just the
get on the right wave length. There will be lots competitor classification.
of laughs as we see how dirty our guests can
get.
Adaptive Writing Panel
J Michael Tatum
AAC 2019 Masquerade
Learn how to adapt a script to the anime so
Recommended for Ages 13 & up
the lips match what is being said.
AAC presents its annual costume competition.
Fans present their best in craftsmanship &
creativity for your enjoyment.

Panel Descriptions
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Anime Greed: AAC's Most Dangerous
Game Show!
Mike
Based on the short lived game
show on the FOX network,
team up with other contestants
and take on the tower of Greed
to try to win some AMAZING
prizes! But wait....is it really a team
game?
Anime Pass the Yen Game Show!
Mike
Back for its 6th year at AAC, come join the
fun and face off against other contestants in
this fast paced game show to try to win some
awesome prizes!
Asian Snack Tasting
Loren
Japan and other parts of Asia have some fun
snacks! Some are delicious, some are weird,
and some you won't believe people eat.
Come and try something new, you may find a
new favorite!
Ask Bakugou Q&A
Ciel

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
Hello ladies and gentlemen this panel will
consist of asking bakugou katsuki from my
hero Academia questions of whatever you
wish at least if it is PG-13 as you know he is
aiming to be the number one hero so what
questions do you got for him
Balloon Twisting
Airship Cloudbreaker
Come learn the basics of balloon twisting!
Make-and-take your very own balloon
animals. No experience is needed for this
beginner-beginner friendly class taught by
experienced balloon twister/instructor Lady
Azeria. Materials will be provided. Presented
by Airship Cloudbreaker.
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Beat Saber Live
Brandon McInnis
Come hang out with Brandon
McInnis as he displays his superior
Beat Saber skills live on stage,
takes requests and questions in
between, and gets a great workout
in the process!
Borderlands 3 Q&A and Launch
J Michael Tatum, Dawn Bennett, Marissa
Lenti
Come join J Michael Tatum (Sir Hammerlock), Marissa Lenti (Moze) and Dawn
Bennett from the Newest Borderlands Game
as we talk Borderlands. Let's talk recording
for a game versus an Anime, also show our
love for the newest game in an excellent
series.
Bot & Babes Boogie Down
hen tie cake

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
Over the years some of the most critically
acclaimed anime have been about giant
robots and idols. Come explore the relationship between the two!
Cards Against Humanity The Unofficial Game
Show 3: Witty Title
"HobgoblinHero" Nate Conrad

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Its the legendary epic return of the chaotic
and super exciting super show where you can
win prizes and earn shame! Its literally all in
the name, its Cards Against Humanity The
Unofficial Game Show!
Chibi Cookies
A chance to show off art skills AND have a
sugary snack? You bet! Decorate a cookie
with colorful frosting, and yes, you do get to
take it with you.
Cookies are first come, first served.

Panel Descriptions

Choosing Fabric For Cosplay
Sarah Sassak
If you've ever stared at a reference photo
while walking the aisles of JoAnns ready to rip
your own hair out, this is a panel for you.
Learn the difference between certain kinds of
fabrics and how best to utilize them in your
next costume.
Competitive Cosplay 101
Hati
How you ever been interested in participating
in competitive cosplay, but never knew how to
start? Well look no further! We have over a
decade of experience competing and are here
to help. Example and explanations galore!
Convention Hygiene
Loren
Learn how to stay happy and healthy at
conventions and avoid that dreaded Con
Plague! Stop that bad body odor, avoid germs,
and don't get sick.
Coping Con Cosplay
Mia
Copepod Cosplay is dedicated to empowerment through cosplay, with a special focus on
cosplaying with disabilities or injuries. Our
panel shows tips, tricks, and ideas for disabled
cosplayers, as well as discuss the positive role
of disabilities in media.

answers will determine if they're going home
alone or if they'll get a date with the legendary
Caped Baldy. Join the audience to help our
lucky bachelors and bachelorettes make their
decisions!
Cosplay Death Match
Sarah Sassak
The one time chanting "we want blood" is
acceptable in polite society. 32 contestants
enter and battle one by one until a victor
remains - a victor the audience has selected.
The losers will be sacrificed to the zombie
hoard so be sure to scream as hard as you
can for those you want to win - their very lives
depend on it.
Cosplay Unmentionables VI: Next year will
be a prequel
PaintedEnigma

This Event is for Ages 18 & up
5 time winner of the "Most 18+ panel" award.
Join us for a night of raucous adult party
games, some of which even relate to anime/
manga. An excellent opportunity to let loose
and forge awkward memories with friends and
strangers to never speak of again.

Countdown: AAC Edition
AAC Game Show Staff
Based on the British Game Show of the same
name, Countdown comes to AAC for the first
time! This new game shows tests contestants
skills in word and number solving with an
Anime and Video Game Twist. Come test
your deductive reasoning skills in this new
game show!

Cosplay Chess
Sarah Sassak
Cosplayers from opposing sides participate in
a measured battle to the death. Each time a
piece is taken, the rest clear the board for epic
combat - sometimes with a special attack in
Creepers: how to avoid them and not become
tow. Come for the mind games, stay for the
one yourself.
carnage!
Cedric Underhill
Being creeped on at the convention? Not sure
Cosplay Dating Game
how to interact without coming off like a
Sarah Sassak
creeper? We have been in your shoes enough
Saitama finds himself
times to help you through these frustrating
opposite a screen
circumstances. Come to our panel to find out
where Bulma, Sakura, tips and techniques to help you avoid creepers
and Haruhi await the
while learning how to not (accidentally)
next question. Their
become one yourself.

Panel Descriptions
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game live at the convention !! also geek out
with the rest of the people who love the
DragonWarrior(Quest) series.

Dark Souls 3 Speed Run But I'm
Evil
Jelo

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Two people pitted against each
other to beat dark souls 3 the
fastest but during the speedrun
I will be giving them challenges
to complicate this process.
Deal or No Deal
AAC Game Show Staff
Two Panelists. 26 Cases. They keep on
knocking cases out until they either come out
big on prizes or come out with something
small. Either way, you have a chance to win
something to remember this fun event. Come
on down and test your luck!
Digital Manga
Melanie
This panel will discuss the benefits of reading
manga digitally, how buying digital manga
affects mangakas, where to buy digital manga,
what formats and apps to use, subscription
sites, and the difference between buying
digital manga and reading scanlations.

Drinking & Dragons: Slade Gorton's Dollhouse
Dilemma
Massive Hitbox
Massive Hitbox returns to the land of Infinity
Dungeons! Our heroes escaped The Hunger,
however their troubles have only just begun.
Join us for a night of booze, dice, costumes,
and haunted dolls to see if Slade Gorton and
his pals can escape his inner demons, and
the ones around them.
Escape the Panel
PaintedEnigma

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
An entire escape room hosted in this panel.
Panel will be run a few times back to back with
manageable sized groups, so do not be
deterred by a long line.
Family Feud: AAC Edition
AAC Game Show Staff
"Families" from various Anime and Video
Games compete in this game based on the
popular game show. They will test their
knowledge of survey questions in order to gain
the most points and come out as the strongest
family.

Digital Yaoi
Melanie
I love yaoi, but it is so expensive! Let me
show you how I saved money by reading yaoi Fan Fiction Theater
digitally. We will go over apps, formats, stores, Lady Azelira
and more.
Recommended for Ages 16 & up
Head on over and seize the opportunity to
Dragon Ball: The Next Evolution
bring some of the Internets worst and most
Alejandro Saab, Dawn Bennett, Damon Mills
emotionally troubling fan fictions to life in the
Meet the New Voice Actors of Dragon Ball and medium of community theater. Warning:
hear their thoughts on the new series!
Strong language and Adult themes.
DragonQuest XI S ( definitive edition)
Cedric Underhill
The release date is this weekend for the latest
installment of the DragonQuest series !!! and
we have it here at AAC. come on by to see the
start of the story as we play the brand new
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Fan to Professional - Alejandro Saab Q&A time
Alejandro Saab
You don't know who Alejandro Saab is? Well
let's find out more about the voice of Naomasa
Tsukauchi in My Hero Academia, Shallot in
Dragon Ball Legends, and many more!

Panel Descriptions

Funny You Should Ask: AAC Edition
AAC Game Show Staff
What is this game show, well funny you
should ask. Combining Hollywood Squares
and Match Game, you don't get asked the
questions, a panel does. Then it's up to you to
decide if they are right or wrong. If you're
decision is correct, score.

GM 301 - The Experience
John Rolfe

Geek Chapel
The Cosplay Chaplain
What do a steampunk anime and an 18th
century Puritan preacher have in common?
Join the Cosplay Chaplain, an interfaith chaplain and ordained Congregational pastor, for a
short interfaith service to find out! Communion
and other services available upon request.

Go Beyond Plus Ultra !!!
All-Might !!!
The Ultimate fan panel of all this My Hero
Academia !!! we will be showing clips, talking
about the deeper plots and sub plots, and
basically fan out on one of the most awesome
Anime's of all time !!!

Get A Clue
Hen Tie Cake

Recommended for Ages 16 & up
Is finding a good mystery leaving you puzzled? Never fear, Hen Tie Cake is on the
case! We'll be dropping hints on what's worth
the watch.

Recommended for Ages 16 & up
We will look at the different types of GMs and
reflect on which ones we are, for the most
part. We will also take a look behind the game
to what we're trying to do with this whole RPG
experience.

Gunpla Big Battle
PaintedEnigma
Bring your Gundam models to play a fast
paced table top battle game set in a scale
model of a city. Battle participants will be first
come first served and there are limited seats.
Spectators welcome.
Harems of Harm
Hen Tie Cake

This Event is for Ages 18 & up
Having your own harem isn’t all that it’s
cracked up to be. Join us as we examine why
harem protagonists are everyone’s punching
bags.
GM 101 - Appreciation of GM'ing
John Rolfe

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
We will look at the start of RPGs and important differences between games that have
come along since then.
GM 201 - The other side of the table
John Rolfe

Recommended for Ages 16 & up

We will look at some stereotypical gamers
and how to enjoy/deal with them.

How Heavy are the Dumbells you Lift !!! Fan
Panel !!!
Huge big BufF man
you love it !!! we love it !! so lets join up and
talk about it !! living life to our fullest, lifting all
the weights, being our best in life !! even the
smallest step will make our future more
brighter !!
How to Masquerade
Blue Eyed Fairy
Ever wonder what goes into the Masquerade?
What the judges are looking for? This panel
will offer some guidance to help you take the
plunge & improve!

Panel Descriptions
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How To Take Commissions
Sarah
A brief overview of the best practices to use
while getting paid to make art! Make sure your
clients are happy, return frequently, and suggest you to their friends!
Ice-Breaker Meet and Greet
Airship Cloudbreaker

Recommended for Ages 16 & up

It's Always Sunny at AAC: The Game
AAC Game Show Staff

Recommended for Ages 13 & up

The Gang returns with AAC's spin on the FX
series It's Always Sunny in Philadelphia.
Combining Trivia, Physical Challenges, Mental
Tests, Over the Top Humor, and name dropping Danny Devito one too many times, this is
the game to come to for all of your Anime and
IASIP needs.

Are you a first time con-goer? Flying solo?
Looking for panel-buddies? This event is for
you! Join Airship Cloudbreaker to meet other
con-goers and find out what to expect from
con life in this fun, fast paced, interactive
panel!

It's Always Sunny at AAC: The Game: 21+
Lounge Edition
AAC Game Show Staff

Introduction to Ball Jointed Dolls
Comiku Girls
Either unbelievably beautiful, or unbelievably
creepy (and sometimes both at once), increasingly, you see these dolls at conventions, but may not know much about
them. This panel is an introduction
to BJDs. We will talk about some of
the different types of ball joined
dolls, where you can get them, and
how you can customize the dolls to
make them your own.

Journey to YOUR Story
Megan J. Parker & Nathan Squiers
Join USA Today bestselling authors Megan J.
Parker & Nathan Squiers to discuss storytelling fundamentals, different publishing
outlets, and more on the craft of writing &
storytelling.

This Event is for Ages 21+ Only

Attention all Jabronis! It's Always Sunny at
AAC is celebrating a 21+ Night Event. A game
that combines the excitement of Trivia and
Idol Showcase!
Physical Challenges while also injecting bad
Apan.Idols
humor and It's Always Sunny references that
Do you like dancing? Do you like Idols? Then will fly over the head of anyone who does not
come on down to the Idol showcase and see
watch the series.
some Idols and Idol groups dance! and Maybe There will be drinks, so bring your ID and your
sing!
poor judgement. Come on over to compete,
drink some Riot Juice, and come out a winner
Intro to Steampunk
in game only for a true Golden God!
The Citizens of Antiford
An introduction to all things steampunk! InJ Michael Tatum: Stories for all Ages
cludes a brief overview of the history, the fash- J Michael Tatum
ion, steampunk media (including anime), and Come join J Michael Tatum for a family
the community.
friendly panel.
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Just Say It Already!
Hen Tie Cake

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
Come join us for a comedic teardown of some
popular romantic comedies and where their
protagonists went horribly wrong!

Panel Descriptions

Learning Japanese and Working
look cuter! A little sewing machine
in Japan
knowledge is a plus.
Brandon McInnis
Eager to learn Japanese and
Miniature Pick n’ Paint
study or get a job in Japan?
Carol
Brandon McInnis has lived and
Want a change of pace from the
worked in downtown Tokyo as
craziness of the convention? Come
the sole foreigner at a 150and choose one of our unpainted
person tech company, translated
miniatures, paint it up and take it
a textbook on game programhome! All supplies and instrucming into English, and interpreted
tion (if desired) are provided.
for Nobuo Uematsu, the famed Final Fantasy
composer, multiple times. Come get some tips Monster Dating Madness
and advice for your journey to fluency.
Jelo

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Link to the Past Randomizer Co-Op
Conundrum
Massive Hitbox

Recommended for Ages 16 & up

With a randomizer, your
favorite games have all of their items in random locations! Erik and Glenn go head-tohead by working together to figure out if two
heads are better than one, even though they
have no idea where even the first sword in the
game is located!
Lip Sync Battle
Matt & Amanda
Come see characters Lip Sync there hearts
out in this epic competition. Many will compete
but only one will take home the crown and you
the audience decides the winner.
Live Action Clue
Amanda
There has been a murder most foul! And one
of you is the culprit - come and gather clues to
find out who. It may even be you!
Up to 6 players/teams. Audience welcome!

Come watch and participate in Jack Box Monsters Seeking Monsters where madness is
sure to ensue. This Panel is 18+ if you
didn't notice before.
Namaste AAC!
Airship Cloudbreaker
Do not fear the Namaste! Cons are physically
tough on the body, a little yoga can help. Join
Lady Azeria of Airship Cloudbreaker for a
gentle wake-up stretch to prepare for the day.
All bodies welcome, no experience needed.
Name That Anime Tune
Ed
Catchy anime and video game tunes galore,
Name That Anime Tune is back for more fun
at AAC19. Contestants will take turns
determining who knows more classic and
modern songs.

Name That Nostalgia Bomb
Sarah Sassak
Who doesn't love the feeling of "oh man,
I remember that!" - well come and enjoy that
in a room full of other people as we dredge up
Lolita Headbands
media from our childhoods in a just for fun
Sakura Kitty Cosplay
quiz game.
Coming back for the second time, Sakura Kitty Much like Whose Line, the points don't matter
Cosplay presents Make and take your own
and everyone's a winner in the game of
lolita headband. Come create a new accesso- 'member? You 'member.
ry for your cord or just to make your cosplay

Panel Descriptions
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Nanbaka
AAC Guests
Our voice actors guests who appeared in
Nanbaka talk about their work on the show.
Obon Matsuri Dance
Comiku Girls
Japanese dance is more than just ParaPara.
Obon Matsuri dances are traditional folk
dances related to the Obon Festival.
Participants will have the opportunity to learn
some of these dances.
Origami
Loren
Origami is the beautiful Japanese art of paper
folding. Whether you're a beginner looking to
learn or an expert looking to play, come join
me in this lovely craft!
Parasol Painting
AAC Arts & Crafts
Paint a paper parasol– yes, human-sized.
Because as much as we love minis, we also
love props and accessories.
Photo Session with Guests of Honor
AAC Guests
Come get your photo with all our Guests of
Honor. Photos are free and we will use your
camera/Cell Phone/3DS as well as our own
photographer so you can get your picture with
the guests.
Picture Perfect: Cosplay
Airship Cloudbreaker
Level up your cosplay photography! Learn
about your camera's settings, practical,
portable, and affordable photography lighting
and more. Practice what you learn throughout
this workshop with live models.
This workshop is taught by professional
photographer GW Smith (Gartisan Works/
IDAPhotography.)
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Plinko Tournament
A tournament-style game of Plinko. As seen
on TV! ...Well, that depends on how much TV
you watch… Either way, games and prizes!
Pokemon Fairy Gardens
Sakura Kitty Cosplay
Coming back for the second time, Sakura Kitty
Cosplay presents the fabulous Pokemon
Gardens! With more supplies to go around this
year, come plant and design a make and take
fairy garden with your favorite Pokemon in
tow.
Post-Con Depression: Coping Skills
and Techniques
Cedric Underhill
So, it has been an awesome convention!
You saw cool things and met new people…
but, alas, Sunday is in sight and after that...
REAL life and the inevitable post-convention
depression that comes with it! Join us as we
delve into what depression is, how it ties in
with Post-Con Depression, and some coping
skills and techniques to help get you through
the rough times. Veteran con-goers are
strongly encouraged to share their
experiences.
Puzzle Monster
Teams compete to solve puzzles that will test
their secret agent skills. Puzzles are for beginner agents on up, so this is mission possible!
Redpool Hypnosis: 18 plus edition
Redpool

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Hello, congoer, your cosplay looks incredible,
and if you're not wearing one? Well, you still
look great. But you look bored, and that's no
good...But fear not! I have a panel called (Title
Above)! Hope to see you there.

Panel Descriptions

Reverse Charades: AAC Edition
AAC Game Show Staff

Spy vs. Spy: The Game
AAC Game Show Staff

Recommended for Ages 13 &
up

Recommended for Ages 13 & up

You know Charades? Well,
prepare yourself for Reverse
Charades. Instead of one
person acting out a scene and
a group having to guess, now
one person has to guess what
a group is acting out. Prepare yourself for
hilarity as we put your acting skills to the test.

AAC 2019 is all about secret and
lies, so we are bringing that
theme into our new game: Spy
vs. Spy. Take on the role of a
Spy Organization from Anime
and Video Games as you
compete in Minigames to outdo
your opponents and win in this
game of espionage and counter-intelligence.

So You Wanna Host a Fandom Gathering?
David Dougherty/DoughritoCosplay
A comprehensive breakdown of the
requirements and responsibilities involved in
planning a large gathering at a convention as
told by a 10yr veteran.

Steampunk Arts & Crafts
Airship Cloudbreaker
Make’n’Take your choice of simple steampunk
themed arts and crafts. All materials will be
provided. Presented by Airship Cloudbreaker
and Gartisan Works.

Social Anxiety: Conventions and Beyond !
Cedric Underhill
Social Anxiety affects a great deal of us,
either we ourselves have had issues with this
or we know friends or loved ones who have.
At conventions this anxiety is constantly at
odds with our desire to be around the people
and events we love. In this panel we talk
about what social anxiety is, the symptoms,
and also some coping skills and techniques to
help us handle the anxiety throughout the
convention and life itself.

Super Jenga: AAC Edition
AAC Game Show Staff
Test your might!....I mean skill at Super
Jenga. Can you answer the call or will you put
your skills to the test and keep the
tower from falling.

Spellbound: A Who-Dunnit Mystery
Bob & Colleen
Join us for an afternoon of mystery, suspense,
intrigue, and exams! At the Tremaine School
of magic, danger stalks the corridors Professor Bennet, the Headmaster, has
woken up with his memories stolen. And it's
the day of the final magic exams! Will the
students and professors solve the mystery in
time to save the school, and themselves, from
an ancient menace?

Super Sentai: More Than Mighty Morphin
Geckomama
Join us to celebrate 43 years of the franchise
that gave us Power Rangers. From the
original Goranger, to Zyuranger (AKA Mighty
Morphin Power Rangers), to the latest
Ryusoulger; join us to see what makes these
sentai super!
Super Smash Bros. Ultimate Tournament
Ed
Smash Bros is back for 2019! Bring your favorite character for some Ultimate 1v1 singles
actions and a chance at some prizes.
Swap Meet <AAC Edition>
DL PETERKIN
Back again for the Swap Meet! Trade your
unwanted swag for wanted swag... and vice
versa I guess? Tables and spacing limited!

Panel Descriptions
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always have your pronouns respected in a
safe space for all ages. Allies, though we love
and appreciate you, this a space just for us.

The 80's Did It First
Hen Tie Cake

Recommended for Ages 13 & up
Have you ever watch an anime that feels
familiar? Maybe it is? Find out which anime
you love is just a movie with bad hair and
great style from the 80's.
The Do's and Don'ts of Drinking at
a Convention.
DRUNKEN SAILOR GUY

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Battle Hardened veterans tell the story's of
there mistakes of conventions gone by. While
training up the new generation to be more
responsible in there libation exploitation.

Trivia Strike
AAC Game Show Staff
Year Four is here and so is Trivia Strike! Trivia
Strike is ready to deliver another fast paced
game that combines the trivia of Jeopardy with
the tension of Mario Kart. Six contestants test
their knowledge on pop culture topics and try
to stop their opponents from beating them.
Can you survive long enough on skills and
strategy to be number one?

Visit Where Your Anime Takes Place
Mitch
Many background scenes in anime are real
The Musical Magic Found in Anime
places. When visiting these sites, one feels as
Mitch
though they've been transported into the
One of the things which make anime stand out anime as one of the characters! We will look at
is its music. Try watching anime with no
several scenes and compare
sound. Not interesting, right? We will explore
them to the real location.
and listen to anime music from several of the
more compelling Japanese music composers. Voice Actors After Dark 18+
AAC Guests
There’s No Crying in Anime!
This Event is for Ages 18 & up
Mitch
Voice Actors are not experts, and
We'll explore my picks of anime which cause
their advices should never be followed...well
you to be sad and even cry! While no one
not exactly any way.
plans on this, any anime which generates this
response is exceptional and is what sets it
Weakest Link: AAC Edition
apart from other types of entertainment.
AAC Game Show Staff
Based on the popular game show of the same
Tiny Hats
name, eight contestants start by working
Sakura Kitty Cosplay
together to raise points through by answering
Come join Sakura Kitty Cosplay to make a tiny trivia questions. At the end of each round,
hat for yourself, a friend, or even a plushie!
players are voted off one by one until the
This workshop lets you make and take and
Weakest Link is found. Ask yourself: Are you
even wear for the rest of the weekend and
the Weakest or the Strongest Link?
beyond! Step by step directions will be
included and examples will be presented.
Who Wants to be an Animillionaire?
Mike
Transgender and Nonbinary Mixer
Back for its 9th consecutive year at AAC,
Loren
come join the fun as we present to you the
Come and meet other people in the trans
Anime version of the classic hit game show!
community! Play games, make friends, and
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Whose Anime Is It Anyways?!? 18+ Edition
aka Crying Chameleon Pokemon
AAC Whose Anime Group

WTF 101 18+
J Michael Tatum

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

This Event is for Ages 18 & up

Welcome to the "Special" 18+ Edition of
Whose Anime Is It Anyways?!? This is the
Improv Game where everything is made up
and the points don't matter, just like Voltron
Season 8. This is just like Whose Line only
with more crying.
Whose Anime Is It Anyways?!? AAC 2019
Edition
AAC Whose Anime Group
Welcome to Whose Anime Is It Anyways?!?
Based on the popular Improv Game Whose
Line where everything is made up and the
points don't matter, just like the Kingdom
Hearts franchise.
Wig Wearing and Styling 101 by CosMom
ConShop
David Dougherty/DoughritoCosplay
A semi-interactive instructional panel on
leveling up your cosplay game with some
basic beginner wig styling, cutting, and
wearing tips, sponsored by local business
CosMom ConShop.

Got a burning question for Tatum a little too
risqué for a family-friendly panel? Bring it!
Join the opinionated VA as he rants and raves
on whatever topic you bring to the table.
Expect colorful language and loads of TMI.
Yaoi Jeopardy
Melanie

This Event is for Ages 18 & up
Are you a yaoi expert? Do you want to play
yaoi themed categories, like Guess the
Moan? Then come play Yaoi Jeopardy!
Yard Sale <AAC Edition>
DL PETERKIN
Back again for the annual Yard Sale! Get
some coin back for your unwanted swag back
at home then spend it on MORE SWAG!
You're My Hero!! Or not...
AAC Guests
The voices of your favorite or infamous
characters from My Hero Academia team up
to discuss all things MHA!

Women's Voices in Anime
AAC Guests
Join us to celebrate the women in Anime and
how they became the successful people they
are today!

Youth Are You Smarter Than A Weeaboo?
AAC Game Show Staff
Part of our Youth Track (10-14), this game
has three participants test their Anime
knowledge against some expert level questions. However, they are receiving help from
three past AAC Jeopardy champions: Matthew McKenna, Alexis Ouellette, and AllenMichael Harbor. With the aid of some of the
greatest nerd minds AAC has produced, they
have the chance to win some excellent prizes!

Well Agents, we here at L.I.S.A. are off to
start Mission #1: Have an Awesome Con. We hope
you’re doing the same. And don’t forget to
keep an eye out for the Organization and their
boss! The fate of the con, maybe even the free
world, depends on you. Take care, AAC Agents.
Charley out.

Panel Descriptions
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See You Next Year!

